
 

# Month Patron Season (Modern Equivalent) 

1 Hulmvas Hulmora 

Spring 

March 

2 Thavas Asthaeton April 

3 Hakvas Father Sothak May 

4 Garmvas Garm-Gorak 

Summer 

June 

5 Thanvas Thanalia July 

6 Primalvas The Beast Gods August 

7 Hamvas Maham 

Autumn 

September 

8 Lanevas Killane of the Road October 

9 Helvas Merrihel November 

10 Charvas Charlak 

Winter 

December 

11 Pathvas Lady of the White Way January 

12 Gentvas The Gaunt Gent February 

13 Tervas The Death Gods Still cold and/or rainy 

 

Each month is four weeks of 7 days, 28 days total. There are 13 months, so 364 days in a year. Every 5 

years there is a 7 day festival between the end of the year and the beginning of the next, balancing the 

calendar out (more or less.) It’s close enough to inform planting crops and managing herds. The next 

Festival is on 6,998. The Festival’s religious significance has been adapted, varying between cultures. 

 

 

The week has 7 days. Days can be abbreviated by dropping “kell,” an archaic word for “day.” These 

names existed before the formal calendar, dating back to the beginning of the relationship between 

Ulverland and its gods. Except Merriket, the names remained the same from when usage started to the 

present, even though in most places their original meanings are dimly remembered at best. 

 

Name Purpose Patron 

Morakell Day of elements. For those who work outside. Hulmora 

Garmkell Day of aggression. For warriors. Garm-Gorak 

Hamkell Day of mastery. For rulers. Maham 

Lakell Day of obligation. For prisoners. Charlak 

Gentkell Day of study. For scholars. Gaunt Gent 

Waykell Day of gratitude. For religious observances. Lady of the White Way 

Merriket Day of transition. For healers. Merrihel 

 

 

What, are you an astronomer? Or a cultist planning a ritual? You need exact dates? 

 Spring equinox is near Hulmvas 21. 

 Summer solstice is near Garmvas 21. 

 Autumn equinox is near Hamvas 21. 

 Winter solstice is near Charlak 21. 
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As the World Between approached the 4
th
 millennium, there was considerable anxiety in the empire of 

Ulverland. While the Armies of the Lady had once dominated (and imposed their other-worldly measures 

of time), they were now overthrown. The avatars of the Storm Sovereign had sacrificed themselves to seal 

the gaping hole in reality far away in the Ruinous Scar. But with the year 4,000 fast approaching Emperor 

Helvsted of Ulverland determined it was time to make sense of history before it was over. Now that 

Ulverland was a giant empire, it was time to use that advantage to unite the way the world measured time. 

 

 

 

Spring had first come in the World Between on the heels of the Army of the Lady, and so the beginning 

of spring was determined as the beginning of the year. The first year of the calendar (as far back as time 

could be guessed) was the point when the Army of the Lady first landed to face the Death Muster. This 

point in the calendar was already fixed and traditional. 

 

 

The Emperor’s scholars filled in the first month of each season with their gods from the Storm Sovereign 

pantheon; spring led the way with Hulmora, goddess of the elements. Then summer belonged to Garm-

Gorak, their grim and bloody leader, god of war and wolves (as the summer campaigns started up). 

Maham the Beast Tamer led the way into autumn, and Charlak imprisoned the world in cold for winter. In 

the deeps of winter, with little else to do, the world turned to study and reflection with the Gaunt Gent. 

 

The calendar honored the gods of regions that submitted to Ulverland’s rule. Asthaeton supported 

civilization in Relmeenos, and Thanalia was his counterpoint. This concession was the tipping point so 

Relmeenos grudgingly paid some tribute to Ulverland, and built some half-hearted temples to their gods. 

The beginning of spring education was connected to Asthaeton, and midsummer celebrations connected 

to Thanalia. 

 

As an island, Ulverland found it was prudent to honor the sea god Father Sothak, and through him his 

consort Mother Lothak. The spring storms are fierce around Ulverland. 

 

In the cosmic battles of the Scavenger Lands, the Beast Gods had made survival possible for the avatars, 

long enough for them to sacrifice themselves. As a group, the Beasts received the height of summer; the 

Golden Lion, the Luminous Hawk, and the Unconquered Badger. Lest they grow too proud, on their heels 

comes Maham, God of Beast Taming, to put away the excesses of late summer. 

 

Some stories insist the avatars received help each step of the way from Killane, God of Crossroads; other 

stories suggest this god was included because of blackmail and poor gambling choices by the leaders of 

the scholarly effort. Still others suggest that no one knows how it happened, he just showed up on the 

calendar and refused to leave. No one knows the truth of the matter, and it doesn’t make much difference. 

 

The Lady of the White Way was grudgingly included because theologians pointed out that the Storm 

Sovereign gods had not been strong enough to stop the Death Muster, and they only saved the world 

because of the breathing space afforded them by the Armies of the Lady. She was included, a sign of hope 

before the year truly died. 

 

Tervas is a month honoring the Death Muster and the Hundred Death Gods; they aren’t welcome, they 

aren’t popular (publically), but they are a huge part of the supernatural influence on the World Between. 

As the supplies run out and winter thins people down to starving shadows, this is their month. 
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Finally, the last god on the calendar was Dulvistran, a god of transitions. He had been the go-between as 

the gods fought with the demons (and sometimes negotiated) and he had friends among the Death Gods. 

He eased the faithful to their final rest, and from beyond into the World Between. 

 

Then came the Age of Compacts, and Merrihel was given fresh power in the World Between through her 

alliance with the Northrons of Frostreave. According to legend, she slew Dulvistran and took his power 

and his role for her own. According to history, the Northrons pounded the Ulverland coast mercilessly; 

then Ulverlanders discovered that the Northrons did not raid settlements that built and maintained a shrine 

to Merrihel. Over about 30 years, the tradition spread, and by the time the raids quieted, the governments 

had dealt with each other, and to purchase peace, the Ulverlanders replaced Dulvistran with Merrihel in 

their Soverign Calendar, in the year 4,320. 

 


